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THE EFFECTS OF INCREASED SATELLITE POWER FLUX
DENSITY ON NWC TELEMETRY OPERATIONS

James L. Rieger, PE/PTBW
Telemetry Program Office, Code 6406

Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, CA 93555-6001

ABSTRACT

This paper presents an analysis of the proposed increase in satellite power flux density as
it would affect present, currently proposed, and possible future telemetry operations at
NWC and other ranges and multi-range operations. Also included are proposed methods
for mitigation of interference if flux density is raised anyway.

BACKGROUND

It has been proposed by NASA and considered by the National Telecommunications and
Information Administration (NTIA) that power flux densities produced by satellite-borne
transmitters operating in the 2225-2290 MHz band be increased from present limits to
higher, unspecified levels. Since these frequencies are shared with earthbound (but often
airborne) telemetry systems, it suits the telemetry community in general and the Telemetry
Group of the Range Commanders’ Council in particular to assure that spectrum
management practices allow for continuing compatible use of the frequencies available.

NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

The nature of the problem created by raising satellite power flux densities is that satellite
signals, now relatively weak, will increase in strength to the order of telemetry signals from
airborne and terrestrial systems. At the ground station where telemetry signals are received
and displayed or recorded, two phenomena may occur:

Capture.  In FM systems, two signals of the same strength on the same frequencies will
create a nonlinear mixture of the two signals, neither of which is generally intelligible. If
one signal is more than a few decibels stronger than the other, the stronger will be
demodulated properly and the weaker signal will be ignored. If the weaker signal is the one
desired, it cannot be recovered.



Decoying.  In a tracking antenna system, system logic is used to direct the antenna to
keep its main lobe pointed to maximize the strength of the received signal. If the receiver
on such a system is captured by an interfering signal, the tracking antenna will cease
following the desired signal and lock onto the signal which captured the receiver. Until an
operator intervenes to redirect the antenna, it will not track the intended signal.
Reacquisition of tracking antennas is more difficult the greater the size of the antenna (and
hence the narrower its beamwidth).

NATURE OF TRANSMISSIONS

Telemetry signals are sent from a variety of what we call “vehicles,” from missiles and
aircraft (with or without pilot), to high-speed sleds and mobile land targets. Bandwidths of
telemetry transmissions are from a low of about 300 kHz (dictated mainly by frequency
tolerances) to 5-10 MHz, with the bulk of them in the 750 kHz to 2.4 MHz ballpark.
Frequency deviation for a given system is generally optimized to provide a flat-topped
spectral response for greatest transmission efficiency. Digital signals are generally received
with a bandwidth equal to or slightly greater than the bit rate. Although telemetry systems
of less than 1-MHz bandwidth were apparently envisioned when the “bandplan” was
adopted, a significant number of telemetry systems exceed this limit. Bandwidths of
typical systems have been increasing because of more extensive use of less compact
digital signals where once PAM and FM subcarriers were the rule. Frequency use at any
range is scheduled for range events, and use of the frequencies for telemetry system
checks, etc., is scheduled on a secondary basis. Frequency use may require coordination
between several ranges if high-altitude or between-range tests are conducted. For Navy
systems, frequency assignments for a given project are granted in a two-step process,
where the infamous DD 1494 (“Application for Frequency Allocation”) is followed by an
unnumbered application for specific frequencies; the Army and Air Force have similar
procedures. Transmitters procured for a specific project are factory tuned to a single
frequency. While a project may have several frequencies assigned (and must have if more
than one telemetry set is used at a time), changing frequencies in a given telemetry set or
for a particular event is either difficult or impossible, depending on the project. On the
other hand, since only a countable number of events can be taking place on any given
range or group of ranges, the assigned frequency rarely dictates schedule. Finally, at any
given time, most telemetry frequencies are not in use, so frequency sharing with other
users is at least theoretically possible.

Telemetry systems on moving vehicles are tracked from a distance with high-gain tracking
antennas or, if possible, from up close with low-gain antennas (such as on sleds, things
that aren’t moving, or are not about to explode). With moving targets, it’s generally not
possible to predict where the target will move to, so the tracking antenna is positioned by
the received signal itself. This is initiated by a live operator positioning the antenna beam



on the target by manual means (sometimes aided by a TV camera, gunsight, or signal-
strength meter), and then switching to auto-track mode. If the signal is lost due to a
transmitting pattern null, shielding, or terrain blockage, manual reacquisition is required.
Tracking based on optical or radar position data are theoretically possible, but present
other problems.

Telemetry systems also share another common characteristic: they do not store or record
data. Thus, if a transmission from a telemetry link is lost, even for an instant, that data can
never be recovered. Telemetry return links are rare, but even if a return link were present
to request a repeat of data, no repeat would be possible without interrupting later data.
Error-correcting transmissions are rarely used because of the bit rate overhead and delay
produced, and the nature of burst errors. In other words, a telemetry ground station
cannot ask “What?”

Telemetry signal strengths, as received at the ground station, can vary widely. Typical
missile telemetry transmitters have output powers of 2-5 watts, although aircraft might use
higher powers. Transmitting antenna gains are below unity, since all-aspect coverage is
required. These combine to make the effective radiated power (ERP) of a missile on the
order of 1-3 watts. Because of the difficulties in producing true omnidirectional coverage
from a cylindrical body and because of shadowing effects caused by appurtenances on
the missile and aircraft bodies themselves, nulls in telemetry transmitting patterns of 20 dB
or more can occur in captive-carry situations and nulls of 10 dB or more can exist in free
flight. Transmitter power is limited by the size of the space available for the telemetry
transmitter and available power to operate it. Typical transmitter efficiencies are 15-20%,
so heat sinking becomes a problem with increased power outputs. If these things were not
fairly rigid limits, power output would be increased on systems with wider bandwidths to
preserve low bit error rates.

Satellite systems have (or at least can have) greater flexibility in link operation. Much of
what satellites transmit is not “real time” data, but a playback of data recorded earlier,
possibly transmitted on request from a two-way ground station. If data is lost because of
a noisy link, it’s sometimes possible to request a replay. Error-correcting codes can be
used, especially in non-real-time transmissions, and elaborate schemes to correct for data
dropouts (called burst errors) can be used.

Satellites are more easily found in the sky than missiles because orbital paths are very
predictable. Geostationary satellites are the easiest to track--they go up and down slightly
with the tides, but the ground station antenna need not move at all. Those that do move,
move slowly and position can be predicted by mathematical formulas rather than by
tracking signal strength for best signal. Pattern nulls for the satellite transmitting antenna
need not exist at all, and use of directional antennas of fixed polarization is the general



situation; hence, satellite ERPs are far higher for any antenna size. Consequently, satellite
tracking receivers can use very large antennas, slow servos, clock drives, and
preamplifiers which don’t have to trade off between low noise figure and wide dynamic
range. The chances of having a satellite receive antenna “pulled off” (decoyed) by a
missile or aircraft telemetry signal are zero. We would imagine that satellites have definite
limitations with regard to transmitter power output for the same reason that limitations
exist for telemetry systems--namely space, power, and heat sinking; hence, bigger
transmitters are not necessarily better in satellites either.

Satellite transmitting bandwidths cover a greater range than those used in telemetry--from
simple unmodulated beacons which can be received with very narrow bandwidth receivers
(on the order of a few kHz) to spread spectrum systems which occupy tens of MHz. For
this reason, satellite power output is measured as a density (watts/Hz) rather than in
straight power terms. Since satellite output is measured that way, wideband systems will
tend to be a greater problem with telemetry interference because they can cover multiple
frequencies.

Because the satellite and airborne telemetry requirements are so different, they can
relatively easily co-exist on the same frequencies as long as satellite flux densities (ERP
divided by the square of the path length per unit frequency) of the satellites are far lower
than the normal operating range for missile and aircraft telemetry. Satellites can transmit at
will on any frequency and be sufficiently weak at any range that they cannot possibly
capture telemetry receivers nor decoy tracking antennas. Ranges are free to use whatever
antenna size (and G/t ) suits their systems most handily.* Ranges can assure that missileso

and aircraft will not be receivable wherever satellite reception is desired, and for events
that do involve telemetry transmitters being where satellites are to be received,**
scheduling can be used to coordinate the dual use.

THE NTIA PROPOSAL AND THE TG RESPONSE

The original proposal made by the NTIA in February 1983 (Reference 1) concluded that
“...there is a potential for an increase in PFD limits presently given in the NTIA manual...”
without specifying what limits were being recommended. At present, these limits range
from -154 dBw/m  per 4 kHz bandwidth to -144 dBw/m , depending on the angle of2       2

arrival. Harold Jeske of Sandia Laboratories concluded in his paper (Reference 2) that
such a signal would be 10 dB above the noise threshold when an antenna with a system
noise figure of 4 dB is pointed at the horizon. This difference is independent of antenna
size. If a lower system noise figure were used, the degradation would be greater, as would
the degradation caused by aim points above the horizon. As Jeske points out, the
telemetry signal must be greater than system noise to provide the carrier-to-noise ratio 



required for any given use; hence 10-20 dB more telemetry power is required and is not
forthcoming.

RANGE USERS’ SURVEYS

In the Fall of 1984, surveys were made of range users’ systems to determine the nature of
telemetry receiving in general and at specific ranges. The information was requested by
Lowell Minor of the Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute (IITRI) under
contract with the Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center (ECAC) in Annapolis,
MD. (ECAC manages military frequencies as does the FCC for the rest of US-based
systems.) The information produced may be the only information available on test range
telemetry operations.

TYPICAL RANGE OPERATIONS

Physical setups for telemetry vary with the range being considered. Very generally, ranges
can be split into two types:  those which test over water, and those which test over land.  
Because a range with water has no convenient locations for ground stations except the
shore, most water ranges view an event from behind it. Viewing an event from two or
more locations lessens the chances of capture on all antennas, but does not eliminate the
possibility entirely. At PMTC, for example, two receiving stations--one at Laguna Peak
and the other “on the beach”--are 2.9 miles apart and almost directly on an east-west line.
Both antennas are 10-meter dishes; thus, beamwidths are on the order of one degree. At a
distance of 166 miles, when pointed perpendicularly to the line connecting them
(approximately north), the patterns overlap. This decreases to 117 miles to the northwest
and complete overlap to the west, as shown in Figures 1-3. Most PMTC events are more
or less to the west, so the use of two sites does not help much. A third receiving
installation exists at San Nicolas Island, but real-time service from it is limited by a T1
microwave link (1.544 Mbit/sec) from the island to the mainland.

At NWC, reception for most events is from a single site at the south end of the range,
called “T-Pad.” Since shorter distances are involved (generally less than 20 miles), 6-foot
dish antennas are used, giving a G/t  on the order of +1 dB and pattern bearnwidth on theo

order of 5-6 degrees. A secondary portable receiving site at Laurel Mountain, about 13
miles to the south, provides no protection because of azimuth overlap in the area of
concern. To provide radical angular separation, receivers would be required in the Argus
mountains and to the west as well (see Figure 4).

The range with the greatest angular advantage is White Sands Missile Range (WSMR)
which can use several receiving stations generally to the south of the test area and a large
receiver at Alamo Peak, about 5000 feet above the range floor and pointing generally west.



In-place equipment at WSMR relays signals received at different points to a single
collection facility, but does not combine the signals into a single data stream. Also, the
microwave equipment is limited somewhat in bandwidth, and will require modification to
handle high bit-rate digital telemetry.

MITIGATION MEASURES

Realistically speaking, the chances of satellite PFDs being increased, whether it causes
problems to earthbound telemetry users or not, are greater than zero. Hence it is
appropriate to consider what steps could be taken to minimize the problem. While the
following listing may not be complete, it is illustrative of the type of mitigation measures
that could be considered.

Space (or angle) diversity. A single satellite cannot capture two telemetry antennas if both
are not pointed in the same direction (within the limits of each antenna’s beamwidth).
Thus, two antennas widely separated in location will not both decoy unless they are on the
same azimuth, a possible but less likely prospect. If two or more antennas are positioned
such that they view the test range from substantially different angles, overlap is even less
likely since the satellite is further away, at least by being further up. Two antennas in the
same location, however, no matter how disparate (different gains, polarizations, G/t ,o

height above ground or size), will capture and decoy if the satellite and telemetry
transmitter are along the same azimuth and elevation. Advantage is gained from use of a
high gain/narrow beamwidth antenna statistically, but when the telemetry source moves
toward the satellite position, the problem exists as always.

Synchronous combination. If telemetry signals are received from several widely-spaced
antennas, it is possible to combine the received signals or switch between them to
produce a data stream with very low burst errors. Combining these signals requires that
they be in time coherence, attained by delaying all signals to the extent that they are in
sync with the signal on the longest path. Such a synchronous combiner exists at
SAMTEC. The paths between each antenna and the main ground station are of fixed
length and hence fixed delay. But the distance between the signal source and each antenna
varies, and hence the delay varies also, as shown in Figure 5. If such a system were to
detect on one path a signal unlike the signal expected, it would disable that path until
proper locking is restored. The requisite “smarts” to do this exists in no present system.

Scheduling.  Since satellites follow a predictable path unless something happens to change
the path, it is possible to predict where satellites are going to be months in advance. This
information, when added to range scheduling computers, will dictate what can be tested
on the ranges at which times. If schedules are known months (rather than a day or so) in
advance, use of a noninterfering telemetry frequency is possible. Since the incidence of



this type of satellite transmission is presumably very low, this should not be an incredible
burden on test ranges or satellite users. If the satellite transmitter is interrogated
intermittently, transmissions can be scheduled at any range that will be affected. In fact,
when the range cannot be used for other purposes due to satellite frequency use, the
ranges would no doubt be happy to receive and record or relay the signals received. This
has not been the case in the past because of the weaker satellite signal, but the increase in
ERP will make the satellite signals compatible with existing ground stations.

Cross-polarization. Telemetry transmitting antennas are typically linearly-polarized and
received at the ground station with circularly-polarized antennas. While this produces a
polarization loss of 50%, it allows the vehicular antenna signal to be received no matter
what the aspect of the vehicle is. While polarization-diverse receiver systems have been
built, typical telemetry receiving sites do not use that technique. Consequently, use of a
single polarization (say right-hand) in ground stations and cross-polarization of all satellite
transmissions would reduce the received satellite signal at the telemetry ground station and
not reduce the telemetry signal. Cross-polarization of overlapped channels is used at
higher frequencies to double the capacity of communications satellites.

Frequency interleaving. Telemetry channel assignments are made at 1-MHz spacings
centered on half-MHz positions (i.e., 2225.5, 2226.5, 2227.5 ... ). Especially if narrow
bandwidth channels are used, spacing satellites in the spaces between channels (i.e.,
2226.0, 2227.0, 2228.0 .... ) would reduce the chances of inadvertent decoying when the
telemetry system has an IF bandwidth of 1 MHz or less. Even if such signals overlap
partially, some advantage is gained from not having them overlap completely.

Most of these changes involve money, all of which would necessarily be spent at the test
ranges. No additional costs will be identifiable by the satellite users--the additional latitude
granted to them might even result in a savings. If the cost savings is continuing, then
passing that savings on to the ranges might be a possibility; after upgrades are completed
the savings would be to the satellite users again.

CONCLUSION

It is reasonable that in a situation such as the one at hand, nobody wants to give up
anything nor have the boat rocked. It’s also reasonable that no telemetry “customer” will
be pleased to experience a data loss or finance measures to minimize the possibility of
such a loss occurring. It’s also not clear why, considering that what we’re doing now
works, there’s any reason to change anything. But since some compromises are possible,
it does seem reasonable to discuss them--and that, presumably, is what is now being
done.



FOOTNOTES

*  It is important to note that the satellite encroachment problem is independent of the G/to

of the telemetry system. It is a strong enough interfering signal--not a characteristic of the
ground station--that causes capture and antenna decoying.

**  Some telemetry exercises, by their nature, involve great areas or distances, including
cruise missiles and ICBMs. While infrequent (e.g., there is probably not one going on
now), such tests do comprise a portion of telemetry events and must be considered.
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NOMENCLATURE

dB--decibel
dBw/m --decibels referred to one watt per square meter2

ECAC--the Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center, Annapolis, Maryland
ERP--effective radiated power
FCC--the Federal Communications Commission
FM--Frequency modulation
G/t --gain over noise temperature, a measure of the sensitivity of a ground station receivero

and antenna system, normally expressed in decibels.
ICBM--intercontinental ballistic missile.
IF--intermediate frequency
IITRI--Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute
kHz--kilohertz
Mbit/second--megabits per second
MHz--megahertz
NASA--the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NTIA--the National Telecommunications and Information Administration
NWC--the Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California
PAM--pulse amplitude modulation
PFD--power flux density
PMTC--the Pacific Missile Test Center, Point Mugu, California



SAMTEC--the Space and Missile Technical Engineering Center, near Lompoc, California
TG-- Telemetry Group (also called Telemetry Working Group) of the Range

Commanders’ Council. The TG publishes Inter-Range Instrumentation Group
(IRIG) publications 106 and 118 for use with government airborne telemetry
systems.

WSMR--White Sands Missile Range, near Alamogordo and Las Cruces, New Mexico
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